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ABSTRACT

TouchTokens are passive tokens that can be recognized on any
capacitive surface based on the spatial configuration of the
fingers that hold them. However, interaction with these tokens
is confined to the basic two-state model of touch interaction as
the system only knows the tokens’ position and cannot detect
tokens that are not touched. We increase the expressive power
of TouchTokens by introducing laser-cut lattice hinges in their
design, so as to make them flexible. A new recognizer, that
analyzes the micro-movements of the fingers that hold the
tokens, enables the system to detect when a token is left on the
surface rather than taken off it. It can also detect bend events
that can be mapped to command triggers, and a squeezed state
that can be used for quasi-modal interaction.
ACM Classification Keywords

H.5.2 : User Interfaces - Input devices and strategies.
Author Keywords

Tangible interaction; Multi-Touch input; Micro-movements
INTRODUCTION

TouchTokens [9] provide a simple means to develop tangible
interfaces. The approach relies on easy-to-make passive tokens
that feature notches constraining how users grasp them. Manipulating the tokens while maintaining the fingers in contact
with the touch-sensitive surface leads to specific multi-touch
spatial patterns that can be uniquely identified using a relatively simple software recognizer. However, users are limited
in how they can manipulate these tokens, as is often the case
with approaches based on capacitive sensing.
In this article, we aim at increasing the expressive power of
TouchTokens by making the system able to detect: 1) when a
token is left on or lifted off the surface, 2) when it is squeezed
and 3) when it is bent. We achieve this without introducing
any kind of instrumentation, thus preserving the simplicity
of the original approach, which relies exclusively on passive
tokens, and which works with any off-the-shelf capacitive
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surface. Our solution relies on the hardware side on making
the tokens flexible by introducing lattice-hinges in their design,
and on the software side on a novel recognizer that analyzes
the micro-movements of the token-holding fingers that remain
in contact with the surface.
After a short overview of related work, we describe the design
of our flexible tokens, based on lattice hinges which can easily
be obtained using fabrication processes such as laser cutting.
We then report on a formative study in which we collected a
sample of finger micro-movements that are representative of
the manipulations afforded by our flexible tokens. Finally, we
describe our recognizer, and evaluate its performance.
RELATED WORK

The most common approach to enabling tangible interaction
on surfaces that use diffuse illumination technology consists
in augmenting the objects with fiducial markers, and using a
vision-based algorithm to identify them and track their location
(see, e.g., [5]). Other projects have investigated tangibles that
reflect incoming light to the surface in a specific way in order
to support more manipulations, such as TZee tangibles [14],
which have the shape of a truncated pyramid and support
gesturing on their sides, or Lumino blocks [1], which can
be stacked. Diffuse illumination is a solution that is usually
reserved to large setups such as tabletops.
Another approach involves augmenting tangibles with magnets. When coupled with a force-resistive screen, the system
can detect pressure and gestures performed on top of the tokens [6]. When coupled with a surface augmented with a Hall
sensor grid, the system can track tokens hovering over the
surface [8]. GaussBricks [7], which also rely on a display
equipped with Hall sensors, are bricks that can be assembled
together to create larger objects featuring both deformable and
rigid parts. While this approach enables very rich interactions,
it requires augmenting the surface with specific sensors, and
ensuring that the device’s environment is free of any ferrous
object that could interfere with the tangibles’ magnetic field.
Solutions based on capacitive sensing are more affordable, but
usually more limited. The system will often only be able to
track the tokens that users are touching. There are, however, a
few exceptions that go beyond these limitations. CapStones
and ZebraWidgets [3] are capacitive units that can be assembled to configure different conductive circuits, enabling more
manipulations with the tangibles that can, for example, be
stacked or feature moving parts. PUCs [13] widgets rely on
the principle of mutual capacitance so as to be detected even
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Figure 1. Making a TouchToken flexible: (a) original, rigid TouchToken (circle, 4cm in diameter), (b) schematics of lattice-hinges, (c) flexible
TouchToken. Vector descriptions of all flexible TouchTokens available at
https://www.lri.fr/~appert/touchtokens/index.html.

when users do not touch them. However, after a moment,
PUCs get rejected by the adaptive filtering method of capacitive screens. To avoid this issue, PERCs [12] are equipped
with sensors to capture the electrical field emitted by the capacitive screen, enabling them to know if they are on the surface
or not, and communicate their state (on vs. off the surface) to
the system via the Bluetooth protocol. Our contribution also
aims at increasing the number of possible interactions with
tokens but, as described in the next section, we do so without
relying on any advanced design or embedded electronics.

Figure 2. Finger micro-movements when leaving a token on the surface
(a), and when lifting it off (b).
(a) BENDING

(b) LEAVING FLAT

MAKING TOUCHTOKENS MORE EXPRESSIVE

We contribute three novel primitives to the interaction vocabulary of TouchTokens: a state (on/off ), a quasi-mode (squeezed)
and a discrete event (bent). We achieve this with a novel
design that makes the tokens flexible, and with an analysis
of the micro-movements users make when performing these
interactions, following an approach similar to the recognizers
designed to detect thumb-tip micro-gestures [2, 10]. This section describes our new tokens and introduces our hypotheses
regarding the micro-movements we expect to observe.
Designing Flexible TouchTokens

Figure 1 shows our novel set of tokens, which can be squeezed
or bent by pinching them. Laser-cutting lattice hinges is a
common method in the maker community to make a piece of
wood flexible using laser cutting. In our case, we performed
several design iterations so as to make the tokens comfortable
to manipulate while ensuring enough robustness. The kerfs’
orientation was chosen so as to match that of the comfortable
pinch formed by the thumb on one side and the {index, middle} couple of fingers on the other side. The kerfs’ width,
length and interspacing provide enough elasticity to make
the tokens easy to deform without requiring too high a force,
while ensuring that they revert to their original shape when
not pinched. We also considered resistance to avoid accidental
pinches during regular manipulations, and robustness to avoid
the risk of breaking.
Detecting Tokens’ on/off State

Making the system aware of whether a token is still on the
surface, or if it has been lifted off it, is an important feature of
tangible interaction. It allows users to lay out several tokens on
the surface (as in, e.g., Facet-streams [4]). Conductive tokens
usually rely on the fact that the human body is a conductor.
They thus become invisible to the system as soon as users no
longer touch them. The system does not even know whether a
token has been left on the surface or removed off it.

Figure 3. Micro-movements when (a) bending a token, (b) leaving it flat.

TouchTokens require users to both hold them by putting their
fingers in the notches and touch the surface with those fingers.
We hypothesized that the micro-movements made by the fingers at the time they leave the surface would have a distinct
signature, depending on whether users were leaving tokens
on the surface or were lifting them off. Figure 2 illustrates
our hypothesis: when leaving a token on the surface, users
are likely going to relax their grasp, while when lifting it off,
they will likely maintain a firm grip, potentially compressing
the token a bit. In the former case, we should observe finger
traces that move slightly away from the touch points’ centroid.
In the latter case, we should observe finger traces that either
remain still or move slightly toward the touch points’ centroid.
Squeezing Tokens

When squeezing a token, the user’s fingers remain in contact with the surface throughout the corresponding micromovements. We hypothesized that when squeezing, we would
observe touch traces that move toward the touch points’ centroid, and away from it when un-squeezing. If successful,
tokens can then be made to behave like a mouse with a button: quickly squeezing and releasing is equivalent to a click;
keeping the token squeezed and moving it on the surface is
equivalent to a drag. These can be used respectively to trigger
discrete events, and to enter quasi-modes.
Bending Tokens

Bending a token leads to a state where users are keeping only
one finger in contact with the surface (Figure 3-a). As all other
token manipulations involve at least two fingers, the number
of fingers could be a discriminating factor. However, it is too

COLLECTING TOUCH TRACES

We conducted a series of 3 experiments to collect multi-touch
traces of users performing the three types of manipulations described above. Our goal was to refine hypotheses about the different finger micro-movements involved. We were particularly
interested in the typical profile of point-to-centroid average
distance time-series corresponding to these movements.
Participants & Apparatus

Twelve volunteers (2 female), 23 to 40 year-old (avg. 28.83,
med. 28), participated in our experiment. They were seated at
a desk, manipulating tokens on a tablet (Samsung SM-T810
Galaxy Tab S2: 237 × 169 mm display area / 2048 × 1536
pixels), laid flat on the desk. Participants were video-recorded.
Procedure

All participants ran the 3 experiments: Click and Drag &
Drop, Leave on vs. Lift off and Bend vs. Leave flat, whose
presentation order was counterbalanced using a Latin Square.
All experiments involved the flexible version of the 6 T OKENS
introduced in [9]: 2 circles, 2 squares, 1 triangle, 1 rectangle.
Experiment1 : Click and Drag & Drop. Participants had to
perform 2 types of ACTIONS: Click or Drag. In the Click
case, they had to grab the right token using 3 fingers, put it
on a black cross, and then slide it toward a red circle located
130 mm away. Once the token was inside the circle, they had to
perform a “click” on the token by compressing it sideways, and
then release the pressure. Finally, they removed the token from
the surface. In the Drag case, they had to: compress the token
right after having put it on the black cross, keep it compressed
while moving it toward the red circle, and release the pressure
before removing the token from the surface. We collected
data involving sliding movements in 4 main D IRECTIONs: up,
down, left, right. The tablet was placed in landscape mode for
D IRECTION = {left, right}, and portrait mode for D IRECTION
= {up, down}, so that the red circle would be at the same
distance from the black cross in all conditions.
Experiment2 : Leave on vs. Lift off. This task also involved
moving a token from a black cross to a red circle. However,
once in the circle, participants had to perform one of two AC TIONS : Leave on or Lift off. In the first case, they had to lift
their fingers off the surface but leave the token on it. In the second case, they had to lift their fingers, taking the token off the
surface. We used the same 4 D IRECTIONs as in Experiment1 .
We introduced an additional factor, F INGER C OUNT, to capture
the two different manipulation styles described in [9]: once a
token has been identified with the 3-finger hold, users can keep
manipulating it with 3 fingers, or they can relax their grasp
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permissive, as it may also match cases where users lift two
fingers off, but leave the token flat on the surface (Figure 3-b).
Again, micro-movements may help us detect actual bending
actions. We hypothesize that users are likely going to keep
their index and middle fingers in contact with the token’s side
when bending it, while they are going to relax their grip when
leaving it flat. We should thus observe still traces before liftoff when bending, as opposed to traces that slightly move
away from the centroid in the other case.
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Figure 4. Using Squeeze mode for clicking (left) and dragging (right).

and manipulate the token with only 2 fingers. Thus, we had
2 F INGER C OUNT conditions: participants either had to keep
their 3 fingers in contact with the surface all along (3-finger
condition), or they were asked to lift a finger off the surface
after having put the token on the black cross, and to keep it
lifted until the end of the trial (2-finger condition). Failure to
comply in any given trial meant it had to be performed again.
Experiment3 : Bend vs. Leave flat. The tablet only displayed
a black cross. Participants had to put the right token on the
surface and perform one of two ACTIONS. In the Bend condition, they had to bend the token, keeping only their thumb in
contact with the surface, and then unbend the token by putting
the other two fingers back on the surface. In the LeaveFlat
condition, they also had to lift two fingers off the tablet, only
keeping the thumb in contact, but without bending the token,
which remained flat on the tablet. They then had to put their
two fingers back on the surface to end the trial.
In each experiment, trials are first blocked by ACTION,
then by D IRECTION within each ACTION (Experiment1 and
Experiment2 ), and by F INGER C OUNT within each D IREC TION block (Experiment2 ). Each condition is replicated 3
times. Block presentation order is counterbalanced across
participants; trial presentation order within a block is random.
The whole procedure consists of 252 trials (72 + 144 + 36),
and lasts approximately one hour.
RECOGNIZERS

Our main hypothesis was that the micro-movements of interest
to us could be observed by looking at the fingers’ traces, that
should move slightly toward, or away from, the token’s center.
To verify this hypothesis, we analyzed, for all collected touch
traces, the evolution over time of the average distance d of a
touch point to the centroid of the corresponding multi-touch
sample. In the following, we report the criteria we identified
as the most successful for capturing these micro-movements.
Parameter values (in bold) are determined in the next section.
1. Squeeze: a token is considered squeezed (Figure 4) when:
∀i ∈ {1..|B|},

dre f − di > dsqz

where dre f is the average distance in millimeters of a touch
point to the centroid of the corresponding multi-touch sample
when users register the token, and B is a buffer containing the
successive values of d over the last buffersqz milliseconds.
2. On/Off: a token is considered as left on the surface when:
mend > mon_off
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3. Bend: a token is considered as having been bent when:
max(mbe f ore , −ma f ter ) < 0
where mbe f ore (resp. ma f ter ) is the slope of the evolution of d
over the bufferbend milliseconds preceding (resp. following)
the instant where only one finger remains in contact with the
surface (count( f ingers) = 1) for at least 100ms, as illustrated
in Figure 6. The formula is basically a sign analysis: it checks
whether d increases or decreases before and after the time span
during which there is one single contact point. We initially
considered analyzing only mbe f ore to detect when users enter
the bent state, but our tests revealed that this sample does not
carry enough information to discriminate between bending
and leaving flat. This entails that our recognizer considers
bent as a discrete event, that gets triggered only once users
have unbent the token.
We couple these criteria with state machines that take the
number of contact points into account, making it very unlikely
that any one event will get confounded with the other two:
• The criterion for squeeze is only evaluated when there are
3 contact points on the surface for at least 200ms. This is
mainly to avoid confusion with cases where users bend the
token, as they tend to compress it when unbending.
• The criterion for on/off is only evaluated when the number
of contact points becomes null.
• The criterion for bend is only evaluated after a time span of
100ms during which there has been exactly 1 contact point.
RECOGNIZER PARAMETERIZATION

For each of our three micro-movements, we measure the accuracy of our recognizer by running it on data collected for
this micro-movement only. We then test its robustness to false
positives by running it on data collected for the other two.
We use the leave-one-out cross-validation technique to parameterize the recognizers: for each participant, we set parameter
to values that maximize the overall recognition score for the
11 other participants. We then report the average score across
all 12 participants (mean, median, standard deviation).
Squeezed mode is recognized in 96.9% (median: 97.9 / std:
3.0) of all trials in Experiment1 (with dsqz ∈ [0.74, 0.75] and
buffersqz = 100). It is falsely detected in 1.8% of all trials in
Experiment2 , and 2.1% in Experiment3 .
1 Computed

using the Theil-Sen estimator [11].
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Figure 5. Leaving a token on the surface (left) or lifting it off (right).

where mend is the slope1 of the evolution of d over the
bufferon_off milliseconds preceding the instant where the last
finger has been lifted off the surface (count( f ingers) = 0). On
the opposite, if mend ≤ 0 at this instant, the token is considered
as lifted off the surface. Figure 5 illustrates the two cases.
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Figure 6. Bending a token (left) or leaving it flat (right).

States on and off were properly distinguished in 90.1% (median: 92.4 / std: 5.1)2 of all trials in Experiment2 (with mon_off
∈ [0.0018, 0.0027] and bufferon_off = 40). The distinction between states on and off also works well in Experiment3 , with
only 7.6% of false positives. However, when tested on trials from Experiment1 , we observe 43% of false positives. A
finer analysis reveals that the recognizer fails to detect state
off right after leaving mode squeezed, which happens when
users lift the token off while releasing the pressure applied
on the token (d increases right before count( f ingers) = 0).
Making tokens flexible thus provides opportunities for performing micro-movements in general, but has the side-effect
of introducing some ambiguity in this particular case. This is a
limitation of our recognizer that we will further investigate. In
the meantime, it can be handled by considering the state where
count( f ingers) = 0 right after having left mode squeezed as
“uncertain”, prompting users for input to resolve the ambiguity.
In Experiment3 , Bent events were detected in 91.1% (median:
91.7 / std: 6.1) of all trials where ACTION = Bend (with
bufferbend ∈ [100, 160]). In the remaining 8.9% trials, the
recognizer detected either 0 or at least 2 Bent events (during
the same trial). No Bent event is ever accidentally triggered
in either Experiment1 or Experiment2 , as the time intervals
during which users have only one finger in contact with the
surface are infrequent and very short. No Bent event is ever
accidentally triggered, either, when ACTION = LeaveFlat.
Finally, some indications about the robustness of our flexibletoken design: we used the same set of tokens throughout the
entire experiment, that consisted of 3024 manipulations by 12
people (252 x 12). No token was broken, or deformed.
CONCLUSION

As discussed in [9], TouchTokens can play different roles in
an application. They can be used to control parameters or
filter data in a visualization. They can be used as controllers
in games, as data receptacles to hold any kind of content, and
even as an access control mechanism. Our new events enable developing more powerful interfaces where tokens can
be dragged (squeeze) or clicked (bent, squeezed), and where
several tokens can be laid on the surface (on/off enabling the
system to keep track of them). This extended vocabulary can
be used for different purposes, such as concurrently activating
several filters, invoking commands on specific items or transferring data using drag-and-drop, click actions or contextual
controls that take the tokens’ relative layout into account.
2 As a side note, we observed a recognition accuracy close to 90% for
on/off states during informal tests using rigid tokens, suggesting that
these micro-movements can also be detected on regular TouchTokens.
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